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1.	One	of	the	final	steps	of	the	
POSTPRODUCTION	phase	is	
____________________,	where	
you	output	the	finished	
production	and	publish	it	to	
whatever	format(s)	might	be	
needed	for	its
presentation.	[Phases	of	
Production]			



1.	One	of	the	final	steps	of	the	
POSTPRODUCTION	phase	is	
DISTRIBUTION,	where	you	output	
the	finished	production	and	
publish	it	to	whatever	format(s)	
might	be	needed	for	its
presentation.	[Phases	of	
Production]			



2.	Using	demographics	can	help	
you	to	_____________________	
your	message	for	a	target
audience.	[Target	Audience,	
Demographics,	Age]	



2.	Using	demographics	can	help	
you	to	FOCUS your	message	for	a	
target
audience.	[Target	Audience,	
Demographics,	Age]	



3.	When	working	with	clients,	it	is	
important	to	keep	them	in	the	
dark	and	NOT	work	toward	their
designed	purpose.	[Feedback	
from	Clients	and	Peer]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



3.	When	working	with	clients,	it	is	
important	to	keep	them	in	the	
dark	and	NOT	work	toward	their
designed	purpose.	[Feedback	
from	Clients	and	Peer]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



4.	The	3	main	parts	of	the	
production	process	are	
preproduction,	production,	and
___________________.	[Phases	
of	Production]	



4.	The	3	main	parts	of	the	
production	process	are	
preproduction,	production,	and
POSTPRODUCTION.	[Phases	of	
Production]	



5.	Fair	Use	Guidelines,	are	merely	
guidelines,	not	set	laws,	but	they	
require	you	to	give
____________________	to	the	
original	author	when	using	
copyrighted	works.	[Fair	Use	
Guidelines]		



5.	Fair	Use	Guidelines,	are	merely	
guidelines,	not	set	laws,	but	they	
require	you	to	give
CREDIT to	the	original	author	
when	using	copyrighted	works.	
[Fair	Use	Guidelines]		



6.	The	only	way	to	legally	use	
copyrighted	materials	that	don’t	
belong	to	you	is	to	get	written
permission	from	the	
___________________	
_________________.	[Written	
Permission]		



6.	The	only	way	to	legally	use	
copyrighted	materials	that	don’t	
belong	to	you	is	to	get	written
permission	from	the	COPYRIGHT	
HOLDER.	[Written	Permission]		



7.	Ethnicity	should	NOT	be	taken	
into	account	when	creating	a	
project	for	a	certain	target
audience,	because	different	
cultures	have	NO	different	rules	
and	structures,	nor	do	they	have
different	ways	that	their	family	
life	is	oriented.	[Ethnicity]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



7.	Ethnicity	should	NOT	be	taken	
into	account	when	creating	a	
project	for	a	certain	target
audience,	because	different	
cultures	have	NO	different	rules	
and	structures,	nor	do	they	have
different	ways	that	their	family	
life	is	oriented.	[Ethnicity]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



8.	During	the	
____________________	phase	of	
the	production	process,	planning	
and	preparation	takes	place.	This	
phase	is	considered	the	single	
MOST	important	phase	of	the	
process.	[Phases	of	Production	



8.	During	the	
PREPRODUCTION phase	of	the	
production	process,	planning	and	
preparation	takes	place.	This	
phase	is	considered	the	single	
MOST	important	phase	of	the	
process.	[Phases	of	Production	



9.	Stories	like	“Cinderella,”	and	“A	
Christmas	Carol,”	which	have	no	
copyright,	or	the	owner	could	
never	be	found,	or	are	so	old	the	
copyright	has	expired,	are	FREE	to	
use,	because	they	are	now	
considered	part	of	the	________	
_____________________.	[Public	
Domain]		



9.	Stories	like	“Cinderella,”	and	“A	
Christmas	Carol,”	which	have	no	
copyright,	or	the	owner	could	
never	be	found,	or	are	so	old	the	
copyright	has	expired,	are	FREE	to	
use,	because	they	are	now	
considered	part	of	the	PUBLIC	
DOMAIN.	[Public	Domain]		



10.	Copyright	is	
____________________	for	your	
intellectual	property.	[Copyright,	
Intellectual
Property]		



10.	Copyright	is
PROTECTION	 for	your	
intellectual	property.	[Copyright,	
Intellectual
Property]		



11.	One	common	understanding	of	
Fair	Use	Guidelines	in	regards	to	
using	lyrics,	music,	and
music	videos	in	your	project,	is	that	
you	may	use	10%	or	______	
seconds,	whichever	is	less.
However,	you	should	still	try	to	get	
written	permission	from	the	
copyright	holder.	[Fair	Use	
Guidelines]		



11.	One	common	understanding	of	
Fair	Use	Guidelines	in	regards	to	
using	lyrics,	music,	and
music	videos	in	your	project,	is	that	
you	may	use	10%	or	30 seconds,	
whichever	is	less.
However,	you	should	still	try	to	get	
written	permission	from	the	
copyright	holder.	[Fair	Use	
Guidelines]		



12.	You	will	
_____________________	all	the	
necessary	elements	for	your	
project	in	the	PRODUCTION	
phase.	[Phases	of	Production]	



12.	You	will	
GATHER all	the	
necessary	elements	for	your	
project	in	the	PRODUCTION	
phase.	[Phases	of	Production]	



13.	By	keeping	notes	and	making	
a	detailed	shot	________	during	
production,	the	editor’s	job	will
be	made	easier.	[Record	Keeping,	
Concept]		



13.	By	keeping	notes	and	making	
a	detailed	shot	LOG during	
production,	the	editor’s	job	will
be	made	easier.	[Record	Keeping,	
Concept]		



14.	_______________	is	a	way	to	
classify	people,	or	a	target	
audience	by	age,	gender,
occupation,	education	level,	
residence,	ethnicity,	income	level,	
computer	literacy.	[Target
Audience,	Demographics,	Age]		



14.	DEMOGRAPHICS is	a	way	to	
classify	people,	or	a	target	
audience	by	age,	gender,
occupation,	education	level,	
residence,	ethnicity,	income	level,	
computer	literacy.	[Target
Audience,	Demographics,	Age]		



15.	Video	accounts	for	____	of	all	
Internet	traffic.	[Video	
Communication	Process]		



15.	Video	accounts	for	1/2 of	all	
Internet	traffic.	[Video	
Communication	Process]		



16.	Plot	is	how	the	story	
progresses.	[Story	Conflict]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



16.	Plot	is	how	the	story	
progresses.	[Story	Conflict]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



17.	Historically,	the	structure	of	a	
story	is	most	commonly	broken	
down	into	a	___________act
structure.	[Story	Structure]		



17.	Historically,	the	structure	of	a	
story	is	most	commonly	broken	
down	into	a	THREE act
structure.	[Story	Structure]		



18.	A	shooting	script	is	a	finalized	
script	with	___________	scene(s).	
[Shooting	Script]		



18.	A	shooting	script	is	a	finalized	
script	with	NUMBERED scene(s).	
[Shooting	Script]		



19.	The	preproduction	phase	
really	focuses	on	_____________	
and	preparation.
(Preproduction	would	fall	under	
Quadrant	2	of	the	Covey	
Quadrants.)	[Preproduction	
Phase]		



19.	The	preproduction	phase	
really	focuses	on	PLANNING and	
preparation.
(Preproduction	would	fall	under	
Quadrant	2	of	the	Covey	
Quadrants.)	[Preproduction	
Phase]		



20.	Unless	changing	time	and	
space,	you	do	NOT	want	to	use	
transitions.	By	far	the	most
common	type	of	transition	used	
in	movies	are	________________.	
(Maybe	an	occasional	Fade
or	Wipe	for	specific	reasons.)	
[Transitions]		



20.	Unless	changing	time	and	
space,	you	do	NOT	want	to	use	
transitions.	By	far	the	most
common	type	of	transition	used	
in	movies	are	CUTS.	
(Maybe	an	occasional	Fade
or	Wipe	for	specific	reasons.)	
[Transitions]		



21.	Through	using	this	specific	
screenplay	style	script	format	for	
years,	filmmakers	have
discovered	that	by	using	the	
Courier	font,	in	12	point	font	size,	
a	page	of	script	equals	about
_____________________	of	
screen	time	or	final	product.	
[Character	and	Dialogue]		



21.	Through	using	this	specific	
screenplay	style	script	format	for	
years,	filmmakers	have
discovered	that	by	using	the	
Courier	font,	in	12	point	font	size,	
a	page	of	script	equals	about
ONE	MINUTE	of	screen	time	or	
final	product.	[Character	and	
Dialogue]		



22.	The	six	main	elements	of	a	
screenplay	style	cinematic	script	
are,	1)	slug	line	or	scene	header,
2)	action,	3)	character	name,	4)	
parentheticals,	5)	dialogue,	and	6)	
transitions.	[Character	and	
Dialogue]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



22.	The	six	main	elements	of	a	
screenplay	style	cinematic	script	
are,	1)	slug	line	or	scene	header,
2)	action,	3)	character	name,	4)	
parentheticals,	5)	dialogue,	and	6)	
transitions.	[Character	and	
Dialogue]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



23.	The	middle	act	of	a	story,	(Act	
2),	is	where	the	characters	are	
developed,	and	you	see	how	they
behave	and	change,	and	their	
environment	and	world	are	
discovered.	We	also	learn	about	
the	conflict(s)	that	they	have	to	
overcome.	This	section	is	roughly	
_____%	of	the	total	story.	[Story	
Structure]		



23.	The	middle	act	of	a	story,	(Act	
2),	is	where	the	characters	are	
developed,	and	you	see	how	they
behave	and	change,	and	their	
environment	and	world	are	
discovered.	We	also	learn	about	
the	conflict(s)	that	they	have	to	
overcome.	This	section	is	roughly	
50%	of	the	total	story.	[Story	
Structure]		



24.	There	are	two	types	of	
conflict	that	characters	have	to	
face,	and	possibly	overcome,	in	a	
story.
These	are	___________________	
and	__________________	
conflicts.	[Character	
Development]



24.	There	are	two	types	of	
conflict	that	characters	have	to	
face,	and	possibly	overcome,	in	a	
story.
These	are	INTERNAL and	
EXTERNAL conflicts.	[Character	
Development]



25.	A	line	of	abbreviated	text	at	the	
beginning	of	each	scene	in	a	movie	
“screenplay	style”	cinematic	script,	
that	describes	a)	INT.	or	EXT.,	
(where	INT.	means	Interior/inside	
and	EXT.	means	Exterior/outside),	
b)	location,	and	c)	time	of	day	is	
called	a	__________	_________.	
[Scene	Heading]		



25.	A	line	of	abbreviated	text	at	the	
beginning	of	each	scene	in	a	movie	
“screenplay	style”	cinematic	script,	
that	describes	a)	INT.	or	EXT.,	
(where	INT.	means	Interior/inside	
and	EXT.	means	Exterior/outside),	
b)	location,	and	c)	time	of	day	is	
called	a	SLUG	LINE.	
[Scene	Heading]		



26.	A	character	is	typically	a	
person	or	an	animal,	but	it	can	
also	be	a	group,	a	thing,	or	a	
place.	[Character]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



26.	A	character	is	typically	a	
person	or	an	animal,	but	it	can	
also	be	a	group,	a	thing,	or	a	
place.	[Character]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



27.	Different	types	of	productions	
have	different	script	formats.	
Most	commercial,	documentary,
and	NEWS	scripts	are	formatted	
in	four columns,	with	Video	and	
directions	in	one	column,	and
Audio	in	the	other	column.	
[Script]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



27.	Different	types	of	productions	
have	different	script	formats.	
Most	commercial,	documentary,
and	NEWS	scripts	are	formatted	
in	four columns,	with	Video	and	
directions	in	one	column,	and
Audio	in	the	other	column.	
[Script]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



28.	Previsualizing	your	video	and	
sharing	it	with	your	crew	and	
with	everyone	involved	by	
drawing	out	the	shots	on	paper,	is	
called	storyboarding.	
[Storyboard]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



28.	Previsualizing	your	video	and	
sharing	it	with	your	crew	and	
with	everyone	involved	by	
drawing	out	the	shots	on	paper,	is	
called	storyboarding.	
[Storyboard]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



29.	In	the	simplest	form,	a	story	is	
made	up	of	three	things;	characters,	
a	______,	and	a	setting.	[The	Story]		



29.	In	the	simplest	form,	a	story	is	
made	up	of	three	things;	characters,	
a	PLOT,	and	a	setting.	[The	Story]		



30.	Scene	Structure	is	deciding	
what	shot	will	best	tell	your	story	
and	WHEN	to	use	that	shot.
Most	commonly	we	start	with	a	
___________	shot	and	close	in	
through	a	medium	shot
and	closeup.	[Scene	Structure]		



30.	Scene	Structure	is	deciding	
what	shot	will	best	tell	your	story	
and	WHEN	to	use	that	shot.
Most	commonly	we	start	with	a	
WIDE shot	and	close	in	through	a	
medium	shot
and	closeup.	[Scene	Structure]		



31.	A	“Vertigo”	shot,	(sometimes	
called	a	“Jaws”	shot,	or	Hitchcock	
zoom),	combines	a(n)	_____	and	
a	dolly	shot,	and	it	makes	it	look	
like	the	background	is	expanding	
or	compressing.	[Combo	Moves]		



31.	A	“Vertigo”	shot,	(sometimes	
called	a	“Jaws”	shot,	or	Hitchcock	
zoom),	combines	a(n)	ZOOM and	
a	dolly	shot,	and	it	makes	it	look	
like	the	background	is	expanding	
or	compressing.	[Combo	Moves]		



32.	The	Rule	of	Thirds	says	it’s	
better	to	place	subjects	slightly	
off-center	in	the	frame,	and	NOT	
to	place	the	subject	in	the	
________________	of	the	frame.	
[Rule	of	Thirds,	Headroom]		



32.	The	Rule	of	Thirds	says	it’s	
better	to	place	subjects	slightly	
off-center	in	the	frame,	and	NOT	
to	place	the	subject	in	the	
MIDDLE of	the	frame.	
[Rule	of	Thirds,	Headroom]		



33.	Safe	areas	of	a	screen	are	important	
to	videographers,	and	especially	editors,	
because	not	all	televisions	will	show	the	
entire	“outer	edges”	of	videos	and	
information	on	their	screens.	There	are	2	
safe	areas,	or	zones	to	be	aware	of.	The	
inner	area	is	called	the	“____	safe”	zone,	
and	the	larger	of	the	two	restricted	areas	
is	called	the	“action	safe”	zone.	[Safe	
Areas,	Picture	Composition]	



33.	Safe	areas	of	a	screen	are	important	
to	videographers,	and	especially	editors,	
because	not	all	televisions	will	show	the	
entire	“outer	edges”	of	videos	and	
information	on	their	screens.	There	are	2	
safe	areas,	or	zones	to	be	aware	of.	The	
inner	area	is	called	the	“TITLE	safe”	zone,	
and	the	larger	of	the	two	restricted	areas	
is	called	the	“action	safe”	zone.	[Safe	
Areas,	Picture	Composition]	



34.	In	a	TRUCK	shot	the	entire	
camera	is	moved	toward	(Dolly	
In),	or	away,	(Dolly	Out),	from	the
characters.	[Dolly,	Truck,	Pedestal]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



34.	In	a	TRUCK	shot	the	entire	
camera	is	moved	toward	(Dolly	
In),	or	away,	(Dolly	Out),	from	the
characters.	[Dolly,	Truck,	Pedestal]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



35.	Aspect	Ratio	isn’t	necessarily	
the	size	of	your	screen,	but	rather	
the	________________	of
your	screen.	Standard	is	4:3	(old	
TV	standard),	whereas	“modern”	
HD	Widescreens	are	largely
16:9.	However,	there	are	“other”	
aspect	ratios	available	as	well.	
[Aspect	Ratio]		



35.	Aspect	Ratio	isn’t	necessarily	
the	size	of	your	screen,	but	rather	
the	DIMENSIONS of
your	screen.	Standard	is	4:3	(old	
TV	standard),	whereas	“modern”	
HD	Widescreens	are	largely
16:9.	However,	there	are	“other”	
aspect	ratios	available	as	well.	
[Aspect	Ratio]		



36.	In	an	interview,	B-Roll,	or	
secondary	footage	used,	is	a	type	
of	______________	shot.	
[Point-of-View,	Cutaway	Shot]		



36.	In	an	interview,	B-Roll,	or	
secondary	footage	used,	is	a	type	
of	CUTAWAY shot.	
[Point-of-View,	Cutaway	Shot]		



37.	Angle	of	view,	is	WHERE	you	
place	the	camera	in	a	shot.	
Different	camera	angles	bring	with	
them	different	feelings	or	
emotions…	Shooting	up	at	a	
person	from	a	low	angle	makes	
them	seem	___________,	or	more	
dominant.	[Angle	of	View,	Over	the	
Shoulder]	



37.	Angle	of	view,	is	WHERE	you	
place	the	camera	in	a	shot.	
Different	camera	angles	bring	with	
them	different	feelings	or	
emotions…	Shooting	up	at	a	
person	from	a	low	angle	makes	
them	seem	BIGGER,	or	more	
dominant.	[Angle	of	View,	Over	the	
Shoulder]	



38.	When	planning	and	shooting	a	
video,	“picture	composition”	is	
very	important,	because	every
image,	or	frame	of	video,	
(remember	there	are	30	frames	of	
video	pictures	per	second,	in	TV
video)	is	essentially	a(n)	
_____________.	[Safe	Areas,	
Picture	Composition]		



38.	When	planning	and	shooting	a	
video,	“picture	composition”	is	
very	important,	because	every
image,	or	frame	of	video,	
(remember	there	are	30	frames	of	
video	pictures	per	second,	in	TV
video)	is	essentially	a(n)	
PHOTOGRAPH.	[Safe	Areas,	
Picture	Composition]		



39.	The	space	between	the	subject’s	
head	and	the	top	of	the	frame	is	called	
headroom.	The	space	in	front	or	
behind	an	object	that	is	pointing	or	
looking,	is	called	nose	room.	Lead	
room	involves	leaving	enough	space	in	
front	or	behind	an	object	that	is	in	
__________.	(MORE	space	should	be	
left	in	front,	than	behind.)	[Nose	room,	
Lead	room]		



39.	The	space	between	the	subject’s	
head	and	the	top	of	the	frame	is	called	
headroom.	The	space	in	front	or	
behind	an	object	that	is	pointing	or	
looking,	is	called	nose	room.	Lead	
room	involves	leaving	enough	space	in	
front	or	behind	an	object	that	is	in	
MOTION.	(MORE	space	should	be	left	
in	front,	than	behind.)	[Nose	room,	
Lead	room]		



40.	A	wide	shot	or	long	shot,	(also	
called	wide	angle	or	long	focal	
length	shot)	is	used	to	tell	us
who,	what,	and/or	where	about	a	
scene.	If	it	is	the	FIRST	SHOT	of	a	
scene,	it	is	referred	to	as
a(n)	____________shot.	
[Wide	Shot]	



40.	A	wide	shot	or	long	shot,	(also	
called	wide	angle	or	long	focal	
length	shot)	is	used	to	tell	us
who,	what,	and/or	where	about	a	
scene.	If	it	is	the	FIRST	SHOT	of	a	
scene,	it	is	referred	to	as
a(n)	ESTABLISHING shot.	
[Wide	Shot]	



41.	An	Overlay	or	Overwrite	edit	
does	NOT	take	over	or	REMOVE	
the	other	clips	on	the	Timeline
that	you	put	the	new	clip	onto.	
[Add	Sequence	in	Source	
Monitor]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



41.	An	Overlay	or	Overwrite	edit	
does	NOT	take	over	or	REMOVE	
the	other	clips	on	the	Timeline
that	you	put	the	new	clip	onto.	
[Add	Sequence	in	Source	
Monitor]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



42.	Timecode	breaks	down	the	
video	into	hours,	minutes,	
seconds,	and	__________.	
[New	Project	Settings]		



42.	Timecode	breaks	down	the	
video	into	hours,	minutes,	
seconds,	and	FRAMES.
[New	Project	Settings]		



43.	When	you	go	into	the	
_____	VIEW	in	your	Project	Panel,	
you	can	“scrub	through”	and	
preview	a	clip.	[Size,	Scrub	
through	Thumbnails]		



43.	When	you	go	into	the	
ICON VIEW	in	your	Project	Panel,	
you	can	“scrub	through”	and	
preview	a	clip.	[Size,	Scrub	
through	Thumbnails]	



44.	Within	the	Timeline	panel	
there	are	a	lot	of	VIDEO	layers,	
and	audio	layers	available.	
[Timeline]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



44.	Within	the	Timeline	panel	
there	are	a	lot	of	VIDEO	layers,	
and	audio	layers	available.	
[Timeline]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



45.	You	can	do	a	lot	of	_________	
right	inside	the	Project	Panel	
window.	[Edit	in	Source	Monitor]	



45.	You	can	do	a	lot	of	EDITING
right	inside	the	Project	Panel	
window.	[Edit	in	Source	Monitor]	



46.	“Folders”	in	Premiere	Pro	are	
called	________.	That	name	is	a	
carryover	from	the	early	days	of	
film	editing,	when	they	would	
literally	slice,	(or	cut),	sections	of	
film	and	place	them
into	different	cans	or	bins	to	sort	
them.	[Project	Panel]		



46.	“Folders”	in	Premiere	Pro	are	
called	BINS.	That	name	is	a	
carryover	from	the	early	days	of	
film	editing,	when	they	would	
literally	slice,	(or	cut),	sections	of	
film	and	place	them
into	different	cans	or	bins	to	sort	
them.	[Project	Panel]		



47.	To	UNDO	an	action	in	
Premiere	Pro,	use	the	keyboard	
shortcut	Command	____.	[Add	
Sequence	in	Source	Monitor]	



47.	To	UNDO	an	action	in	
Premiere	Pro,	use	the	keyboard	
shortcut	Command	Z.	[Add	
Sequence	in	Source	Monitor]	



48.	Adobe	STORY	is	an	Adobe	
product	that	allows	and	facilitates	
script-to-screen	integration.	
[Workspace	Windows]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



48.	Adobe	STORY	is	an	Adobe	
product	that	allows	and	facilitates	
script-to-screen	integration.	
[Workspace	Windows]		
A)	TRUE B)	FALSE



49.	Preferences	can	be	saved	on	
the	_______	and	then	opened	on	
any	computer.	[Preferences]	



49.	Preferences	can	be	saved	on	
the	CLOUD and	then	opened	on	
any	computer.	[Preferences]	



50.	To	create	a	new	sequence,	
click	the	_____	______	file	at	the	
bottom	right	part	of	the	Project	
Panel.	[Create	a	Sequence]		



50.	To	create	a	new	sequence,	
click	the	NEW	ITEM	file	at	the	
bottom	right	part	of	the	Project	
Panel.	[Create	a	Sequence]		



END
PART	1


